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Optimal Ray Sequences of Rational Functions
Connected with the Zolotarev Problem

A. L. Levin and E. B. Saff

Abstract. Given two compact disjoint subsets E1, E2 of the complex plane, the
third problem of Zolotarev concerns estimates for the ratio

suplr(z)l/ inf lr(z)I,
:eEI :eEl

where r is a rational function of degree n. We consider, more generally, the
infimum Zmn of such ratios taken over the class of all rational functions r with
numerator degree m and denominator degree n. For any "ray sequence" of
integers (m, n); that is, m/n -+ A, m + n -+ 00, we show that z~m+n) approaches a
limit L(l) that can be described in terms of the solution to a certain minimum
energy problem with respect to the logarithmic potential. For example, we prove
that L(l) = exp( -F(f», where f = l/(l + 1) and F(f) is a concave function on
[0, 1] and we give a formula for F(f) in terms of the equilibrium measures for
E! u E! and the condenser (E! ' E!), where E!, E! are suitable subsets of E I' E2.
Of particular interest is the choice for l that yields the smallest value for L(l). In
the case when E1, E2 are real intervals, we provide for this purpose a simple
algorithm for directly computing F(f) and for the determination of near optimal
rational functions r nIn' Furthermore, we discuss applications of our results to the
approximation of the characteristic function and to the generalized alternating
direction iteration method for solving Sylvester's equation.

1. Introduction

Let E1, Ez be disjoint closed sets (of positive logarithmic capacity) in the extended
complex plane C. Given a pair (m, n) of nonnegative integers we denote by Rmn
the class of all rational functions r = pjq, where p E Pm' q E P n are polynomials of
degrees at most m, n, respectively. We set

SuPzeE\Ir(z)1

infzeE21r(z)j
2m" = Zmn(E1, E2):= inf

reRm.
(1.1)
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If E1 (resp. E2) is unbounded, we require m $: n (resp. m ~ n). We call Zmn(E1, E2)
the (m, n)th Zolotarev number for E1, E2. Obviously,

(1.2) Zm/l(E1, E2) = Z/lm(E2, E1).

The case m = n is classical. It was first considered by E. Zolotarev and was
settled completely by A. A. Gonchar, who showed in [Go] that

lim Z;~"(E1, E2) = exp(~}
,.-+ CXJ

(1.3)

where cap(E1, E2) denotes the capacity of the condenser (E1, E2). The cases m = 0
or n = 0 are also well known. By the Bernstein-Walsh lemma, we have, for any

polynomial P E Pm'

(1.4) I Pm(Z) I ~ IIPmllEI exp(mgD..,(EI)(Z; 00»,

where II." denotes the sup-norm, and gD..,(E\)(Z; 00) is the Green function with pole
at 00 for the unbounded component D!X)(EJ of C\E1, It readily follows from (1.4)
that

(1.5) Z!jo"'(E1, E2) ~ eXp( -min gD«>(EI)(Z; 00)
.zeE2

Since the Fekete polynomials F m= Fm(z; E1) for El satisfy

11m
(Pm(z; E1)"lim ()m-oo IIFmIlE,

= exp(g D..,(EI)(Z; CX))

uniformly on compact subsets of C\Et, we obtain

(1.6) lim ZIjo(E1, EJ = exp( -mill gDoo(EI)(Z; 00)
m-+ <X) zeE2

(If E~ contains points in any bounded component of C\E1, then ZmO = 1, by the
maximum principle, which agrees with (1.6), since gDoo(EJ(Z; CX) == 0 there). Similarly

(recall (1.2»,

(1.7) Jim ZA~n(E1, E2) = exp( -mill gD..,(Ev(Z; 00)
n-+Q:) zeEI

It is not hard to show that both the limits in (1.6), (1.7) are larger than the limit
in (1.3). However, it is more natural to compare them with limn-.oo Z;~2n rather
than with limn-. 00 z~~n. This is because the class Rnn depends on 2n + 1 free
parameters while the classes RnO and ROn each depend on n + 1 parameters.

In this paper we consider, more generally, ray sequences of integers (m,n) such
that m/n -+- J., m + n -+- (:(), and we prove (see Theorem 6.1) that

(1.8) lim z~«:+n) = exp( -F('t"»,
m/n-A
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where -r = J./(J. + 1) and F(-r) is a quantity that arises in the solution to the

minimum energy problem (with respect to the logarithmic potential) for placing
a positive charge of amount -r on E 1 and a negative charge of amount 1 --r on
E2. (This electrostatics problem is discussed in Section 3.) We prove in Theorem
3.2 that F(-r) is a positive concave function on (0, 1) and provide in Corollary 4.2
a simple formula for F(-r) in terms of the equilibrium measure for the conductor
E1 u E! and the equilibrium measure for the condenser (E1, E!), where E1, E!
are suitable subsets of E1, E2, respectively.

In Section 5 we provide two simple examples for which F(-r) can be explicitly
obtained. For general configurations, we describe in Section 7 three numerical
methods for determining rational functions r mn(z) that satisfy

{sUP I r '}1/<m+n> (1.9) lim .EI mn = exp( -F(-r)).

m/n-+). mfE21 rmn I
m+n-+CXJ

.

Thereby we obtain approximations for F('r). These numerical techniques are
generalizations of methods due to Fekete, Fejer, Walsh, and Bagby.

In the important case when E1, E2 are intervals of the real axis, we provide in
Section 8 a simple direct algorithm for computing F('r) that involves elliptic
integrals. Thus the optimal value of J., i.e., the value for which the right-hand side
of (1.8) is least, can easily be determined as illustrated in Example 8.? Furthermore,
we give explicit formulas for the zeros and poles of rational functions r mn that

satisfy (1.9).
Finally, in Section 9, we provide two applications of our results. The first

concerns the rate of best uniform approximation to the signum function

( ) {O, zeE1,XZ :=
1, zeE2,

by ray sequences r m,n' where m/n -+ J., o < J. ~ 1. The second application deals
with the choice of optimal parameters in the generalized alternating direction
iteration (ADI) method for solving Sylvester's equation

AX -X B = C,

where A, B, C are given matrices.

2. Potential Theoretic Preliminaries

Given a signed Borel measure p. on C, its logarithmic energy is defined by

(2.1) I(p.):= If log -~ dp.(z) dp.(t),
Iz -tl

and its logarithmic potential is given by

1
Ull.(z):= log dJl(t).

Iz -tl
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Let EI, Ez be disjoint compact subsets ofC, both of positive logarithmic capacity,
and let ml, mz be given positive numbers. We denote by .,I{ = .,I{(EI' Ez, ml, mz)
the set of all signed measures J.L = J.LI -J.Lz, where, for i = 1, 2, J.Li is a positive Borel
measure on Ei of total mass II J.Li II = mi.

For the function (which we regard as an "external field")

1
Q(z):= a log j-;"-=~'

assume that one of the following conditions holds:

(i) a = 0,
(ii) a> 0, ceE1,
(iii) a < 0, c e E2,

and consider the minimal energy problem

V:= inf I{Jl) + 2
/le..l(

The following theorems are special cases of results proved by Saff and Totik CST]
for a class of" admissible" weight functions of the form exp( -Q).

Theorem 2.1. Let E1, E2, ..,It, ~ and Q be as above. Then:

(a) V is finite.
(b) There is a unique J1* = J11 -J1! E..,II such that

v = !(J.l*) + 2 Q dJ1*

(c) ,u* has finite logarithmic energy and both Q and UIL* are bounded on the support
of ,u*. Hence, UIL* is bounded on compact subsets ofC.

(d) Constants F l' F 2 exist such that

U/l*(z) + Q(z) :s F 1 on supp(J1!),

ult$(z) + Q(z) ~ F 1 q.e. on E1,

UJJ..(z) + Q(z) ~ -F 2 on Supp(/1!),

q.e. on £2UJl*(z) + Q(z) ~ -F 2

where q.e. (quasi-everywhere) means neglecting sets of zero logarithmic capa-

city.

Furthermore,

Q dJ1*.v= mlF 1 + m2F2 +

./

,,/"



Theorem 2.2. Let 0" = 0" 1 -0"2 be any signed measure that satisfies 110" ill = mi,
i = 1, 2, and such that not every point of the complement of E 1 U E2 belongs to

supp(O"). Then

"inf"(UU(z) + Q(z))
zeEI

"sup"(UIT(z) + Q(z»:s F1 + F2,
zeE2

with equality for 0' = ,u* (cf Theorem 2.1).

Here and throughout "inf'
neglecting sets of zero capacity.

and 

"sup" means, respectively, the inf and sup

.
Remark. In Theorem 2.2 we do not require that supp(aJ c Ei, i = 1, 2. We also
note that while Theorem 2.2 is proved in EST] for mI = m2 = 1, exactly the same
proof applies for any mI, m2.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that 0" = 0"1 -0"2 E.A has finite energy and that

UO"(z) + Q(z) = F 1 := "inf"(U{f!'tj+ Q(z)) q.e. on supp(O" 1)
zeEI

and

ua(z) + Q(z) F 2 := "SUp"(ua(Z) + Q(Z))

zeE2

q.e. on supp(U 2)'

J1* (and, of course, FiThen 0" Fjfor = 1,2).

Theorem 2.4. Assume additionally that E1, E2 are regular; that is, every component
afthe complement of El U E2 is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem. Then
U/l* is continuous in C and relations (2.6), (2.8) hold everywhere on the corresponding
sets. Consequently,

UP' + Q = F 1

UP' + Q = -F2

everywhere on supp(Ji!),

everywhere on Supp(Ji!).(2.11)

Remark. In view of our special form of Q, Theorem 2.4 follows immediately from
Theorems VIII.2.1 and 1.5.1 in [ST].

3. The Energy Problem

Let E1, E2 be closed (not necessarily bounded) subsets of C that are a positive
distance apart (on the Riemann sphere) and assume that both sets have positive
logarithmic capacity. Given 0 < 't < 1, let .AT denote the set of all signed measures
/1 = /11 -/12' where /1i ~ 0, supp(/1J C Ei, i = 1,2, and 11/1111 = 't, 11/1211 = 1 -'to Set

(3.1) ~:= inf 1(/1),
/lE.K.

where [(II) is defined in (2.1).



For this extremal problem, we first describe analogues of the results of Section 2.

Theorem 3.1. Let £1' £2' .AT, and ~ be as above, and assume that one of the
following conditions holds:

(a) E1 and E2 are bounded.
(b) E1 is unbounded and 1: $: 1.
(c) E2 is unbounded and 1: ~ 1.

Then the conclusions of Theorems 2.1-2.4 hold with Q == O.
In particular, there is a unique measure J.l* = J.l*(-r)E..Itt satisfying V; = I(J.L*) and

constants F 1 = F 1 (-r), F 2 = F 2(-r) exist such that

(3.2) VII. ~ F 1 on Supp(J.lt), VII. ~ F 1 q.e. on E1,

(3.3) UIL* ~ -F 2 on supp(Ji!),

where Ji* = Jit -Ji!. Consequently,

UP.:S -F 2 q.e. on E2,

U,., = F 1

U,., = -F 2

q.e. on supp(.u!),

q.e. on Supp(Jl!).

Furthermore,for any signed measure 0" = 0"1 -0"2 with 110"111 = 't, 110"211 = 1 -'t,

and such that not every point of the complement ofEl u E2 belongs to suPP(O"),

" inf" ua(z) -"sup" ua(z} ~ F1 + F 2 =: F

zeEI zeE1

holds. Moreover, for cases (b) and (c), supp(Jl*) is compact unless 't" =!.

Proof. Case (a) requires no proof. Also, since cases (b) and (c) are symmetric, we
consider only (b).

Pick c I/:El U E2. Then the mapping z -c = (, -C)-1 transforms E1 u {oo} and
E2 into di'sjoint compact sets E1, E2, where C EEl. The measures ,ul, ,u2 are
transformed in a natural way into measures jil' ji2 on E1, E2, respectively.
Furthermore, the energy integral I(,u) becomes

If (I' -ciis -CI )log dji(O dji(s) = I(ji) + 2(2", -1) logl' -cl dji(OI' -s1

= I(ji) + 2 Q dji,

where

Notice that since 0 <"-r .$ !, Q satisfies condition (i) or (ii) of Section 2. Thus, by
Theorem 2.1, a unique extremal (equilibrium) measure ji* exists for the transformed
problem, and so its corresponding measure J.L* in the z-plane satisfies ~ = 1(J.L*).
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Next observe, from Theorem 2.1(c), that Q(O is bounded on supp(ji*). Thus, if
0 < T < !, we have ji*(B) = 0 for some neighborhood B of c, which means that J1*
has compact support in this case. We also note that the potential U/l*(z) is
transformed to

109(I' -clls -cl
(3.5) dji*(s) = UjI.(O -UjI.(c) + Q(O,

,,- sl
and we observe that Uji*(c) is finite (if c It supp(ji*) this is obvious; if c E supp(ji*),
then we appeal to Theorem 2. 1 (c)). Since Uji* is bounded on compact subsets of
the z-plane, we see from (3.5) that the right-hand side of (3.5) is bounded on
compact subsets of C\{c}. This means that the corresponding UP;*(z) is bounded
on the compact subsets of the z-plane. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.1(d) we have,
for example,

Uil*(C) + Q(C) ~ P 1 on supp(jif),

which means that
.-

VII (z) ~ F 1 on supp(ji!).

We have thus shown that there is a unique j.l* E.Rt for which ~ = I(j.l*), and
j.l* has compact support unless -r = ! and one of the sets E1 or E2 is unbounded.
Moreover, its potential VII. satisfies (3.2) and (3.3) for suitable constants F 1 = F 1 (-r),
F 2 = F 2(-r). The assertion of (3.4) and the analogues of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 also

follow immediately from the properties of the transformed problem. .

-Uii*(C) =: F 1

Remark.
in (3.1).

If, say, E1 is unbounded and 't" > i, then it is easy to see that ~ = -00

With F 1 = F 1 (-r), F 2 = F 2(-r) denoting the constants in (3.2) and (3.3), we define

(cf. (3.4))

F(-r):= F 1(-r) + F 2(-r).

We also define F for 't = 0 (when E2 is bounded) and for 't = 1 (when E1 is
bounded), which are classical cases. For 't = 1,...It! is the set of probability measures
on E 1 and the corresponding equilibrium potential is given by

U/l$(z} = log -9D«>(EI)(Z; 00),
1

cap(EJ

where 9Doo(EI)(Z; 00) is the Green function with pole at infinity for the unbounded
component of the complement ('\E1. In this case we set

1
(3.8) F1(1):= log ~~p~'
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= 0, .Ht becomes the set of negative probability measures on E2. In this case,

UP.(z) = -log + gD«)(EV(Z; 00),
cap(EJ

and we set

1
(3.11) F 1(0):= -log ~ + "inf" gD~(E,)(Z; 00),

,.E,

(3.12) F 2(0):= log
1---

cap(EJ.

With the above definitions, the function F(t) is defined on [0, 1] when E1 and
E2 are both bounded, on [O,!] or [!, 1] when E1 or E2 is unbounded.

An important property of the function F is established in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. The/unction F(-c) 0/(3.6) is concave, continuous, and nonnegative on
its closed interval of definition. Moreover, if -c 1 < -c 2 are such that the corresponding
equilibrium measures have the same supports, then F(-c) is linear on [-Ct, -cJ.

Proof. Let 'Cl' 'C2 belong to the domain of F and let

! = IX! 1 + (1 -IX)! 2 0 < Cl < 1.

With J1*('C 1), J1*('C2) denoting the corresponding equilibrium measures, we define a
signed measure J1 by

(3.13) Jl:= !XJl*('tl) + (1 -!X)Jl*('t2).

Clearly, Jl E.AT and so, by (3.4),

(3.14) F(-r) ~ "inf' UP -"sup" UP
E( E2

Applying (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

(3.15) "inf' up. = "inf'[rxUp.*(t\) + (1 -rx)Up.*(t2)]
EI E.\

~ rxF l(tJ + (1 -rx)F l(tZ)'

and similarly

(3.16) "sup" V" ~ -(XF 2(tJ -(1 -(X)F 2(t2).
£2

Thus F('t) ~ tXF('tl) + (1 -tX)F 2('t2), which proves that F is concave.
One consequence of concavity is the fact that F('t) cannot be less than the smaller

of its values at the endpoints of its interval of definition. Clearly,

(3.17) F(O) =" inf" gD..,(E2)(Z; 00),

zeE,

F(1) = " inf" gD..,(EI)(Z; 00)

zeE2



are nonnegative (provided £2 (resp. BJ is bounded). In case one of the sets £1'
£2 is unbounded, we note further that tor 't = 1, which corresponds to the classical
condenser problem, we have FG) > 0 (see Section 4). Hence F ~ O.

Now suppose that Jl*('t1)' Jl*('t2) have the same support. Then with Jl =.u1 -Jl2
as in (3.13) we have equality in (3.15) and

U"(z) = £xF l(tl) + (1 -~)F l('tJ q.e. on SUPP{Jll)'

Likewise, equality holds in (3.16) and

UIJ.(z) = -CXF2(-rJ -(1 -\cx)F2(-r2) q.e. on SUPP(Jl2)'

Thus by Theorem 2.3, we get J.L = f*(-r) and equality holds in (3.14); that

IS, I.

F(t) = (XF(tl) + (1 -(X)F(t2)'

Hence F is linear on ['tl' 'tJ. I
The concavity of F implies, of cours~, that F is continuous, except, perhaps, at

the endpoints of its interval of definition. So it remains to prove that continuity
also holds at the endpoints. For this purpose we apply two simple lemmas.

If tn -+ t, where tn bel@ngs to the interval of definition of F,Lemma 3.3.
then

lim SU~ ~n ~ ~.
n-+CX) I

If 'r; f {O, I}, then the measureProof.

(3.19)

belongs to .it~n. Thus, by the extremal property of ,u*('tn)' we get

~. = l(J1*(tn)) :S 1(J1) = l~*(t)) + 0(1) n -..00,as

which yields (3.18). !
If't" = 1 (so that E1 is bounded), we rtplace (3.19) by

}l:= 't"n}l!(l)!- (1 -'t"n)O",

where 0" is, say, the equilibrium measure Ifor the set E2 ("'I {z: Izi ~ R} with R large
and fixed. Then we again deduce (3.18). I~ a similar fashion, we can also deal with
the case 't" = O. I .

I

Lemma 3.4. If'tn -+ 't, where 'tn belongs to the interval of definition of F, then, in

the weak-star topology,

,u*( Tn) -+ ,u*( T) n -+- 00.as



Proof. Assume first that both E1 and E2 are compact. Let 11 be any weak-star
limit of the sequence {11*(Tn)}. Then 11 = 111 -112 E ..It~. On taking a subsequence,
if necessary, we may suppose that 11*(Tn) -+ 11 as n -+ 00. Then we have

(3.22) lim U/l!(~.) = U/l2 on E 1
n-oo

and, by the lower envelope theorem (see Theorem 3.8 of [LJ),

Jim inf U/lr(~.) = U/ll
1I-~

q.e. on E1.

lim inf U/l*(~JI) = U/l
n-+cx>

q.e. on E1,

and, similarly,

(3.25) lim inf(- UIl*(~n» = -UIl
n-oo

q.e. on £2

From Theorem 3.1, (3.24), and (3.25) we obtain that

(3.26) U/l ~ lim inf F 1 (T/I)
/1-+ 00

q.e. on Et,

(3.27) U/l .'$: -lim inf F2('t"n)
n-+CXJ

q.e. onE2

Next assume that 1: # O. Then SUPP(J.ll) is nonempty. Given' E SUPP(J.ll), it
follows from the weak-star convergence that for any neighborhood L\{ of' we have

lim inf ,u!(Tn)(L\,) ;?:; ,ul(L\J > O.
n- CX)

Thus, given a sequence .IV of positive integers such that

lim F 1 (Tn) = lim inf F 1 (Tn),
ne% n- a:>

a subsequence ";v' c ..;V and points {'II}IIE.K' can be selected such that'll -+,
and UJl*(tn>('II) = F 1 ('t"II) for n E ..;v'. By the (generalized) principle of descent (see

Theorem 1.3 of [LJ) we have

UIl1(O ~ lim inf Ullj(tn)«(n)'
ne.A"

Thus, on recalling (3.22), it follows that

U/l(() .$: liminf U/l.(~')('n) = lim inf F 1 (Ln),
ne.¥' n-+oo

'E SUPP(,ul)'

Similarly, if or # 1, it can be shown that

UIJ.(() ~ -lim inf F 2('!:n),
n--oo

(3.29)

, 

E SUPP(/12)'



Since J.l has finite energy, we deduce from (3.26), (3.28), (3.27), (3.29), and Theorem
2.3 that J.l = J.l*(-r), and we also have

F ~'t") = lim inf F i('t"n),
n--rt;>

= 1,2.

Jim inf F 1 (TII) = F 1(1),
II --«>

lim inf F 2 ('t"II) = F 2(1).
n-+ 00

The case 't" = 0 is similar.
Finally, if £1 or £2 is unbounded, then on applying the transformation

z -c = (, -C)-1 as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and arguing as above we again
obtain J.l = J.l*('t") as well as (3.30) and (3.31). .

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 by showing that F is continuous
at the endpoints of its interval of definition. For this purpose we use the

representation

~ = 't"F1('t") + (1- 't")F2('t"),

which follows from (2.9), (3.8), and (3.12). Suppose first that!n -+ 1. By Lemma 3.3
we have

F 1(1) = VI ~ lim suP[TnF I(Tn) + (1 -Tn)F 2(Tn)]
n-oo

= lim SUp[(2Tn -I)F 1 (Tn) +(1 -Tn)F(Tnil

n-+ 00

= lim sup(2't"n -l)F 1 ('t"n)'
n-oo

where, in the last equality, we used the fact that F is bounded since it is nonnegative
and concave. It follows from (3.33) that the sequence {F 1 ('t"n)} is bounded from
above. By (3.31), it is also bounded from below. Thus

F 1(1) ~ Jim SUp(2Ln -1)F l(Ln) = Jim sup F 1 (Ln).
n--oo n--oo

Together with (3.31) this gives

lim F 1 ('t"n) = F 1(1),n-oo

and so

lim inf F(tn) = Jim infIF 1 (tn) + F 2 (tn)J
n-oo n-oo

= F Jl) + lim infF 2 (tn)
n-oo

F 1(1) + F 2(1) = F(l),
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where we have again used (3.31). Because F is concave and bounded on [t, 1], it
follows from (3.34) that

lim F('t"n) = F(l).
n-+ 00

The case when Tn -+ 0 is handled similarly.
So suppose now that Tn -+ 1. From Lemma 3.3 we have

(3.35) iF(i) = V1/2 ;?; lim SUp[iF(Tn) + (Tn -i)(F 1 (Tn) -F 2(Tn))J.
n-+ 00

By (3.30), both sequences F 1 (7:n) and F2(7:n) are bounded from below. Since
F(7:n) = F 1 (7:n) + F 2(7:n) is bounded, the same must be true for F 1 (7:n) and F 2(7:n).
Hence (3.35) can be rewritten as

FC!) ~ lim sup F('t'n)'
n-oo

and from the concavity ofF we deduce that

F(!) = lim F('t"n).
n-oo

.

Remark. Instead of the energy problem (3.1) we could consider a more general
one; namely,

~. Q:= inf{ l(jl) + 2 Q dJL: JL E.At S'

where Q is some "admissible" weight function. Then, on applying the results of
Section 2 in their full generality, it is possible to obtain extensions of Theorems
3.1 and 3.2. However, we do not pursue the details here.

4. Representation of the Equilibrium Potential

For the energy problem of Section 3, we obtain a simple representation for the
equilibrium measure /l* = /l*(T) = /l1 -/l! and its potential UJl*. Observe that, for
T = 1, we have /l* = /l1; in this case E 1 is assumed to be compact and the
corresponding potential is given by (3.7). 1fT = 0, then /l* = -/l!; in this case E2

is assumed to be compact and the corresponding potential is given by (3.10).
ForT = !, we have the classical condenser case (see [B2J) except that each /li

has total mass! instead of 1 as in [B2J. Thus if we denote by 0" = 0"1 ':':'0"2(liO"ill = 1,

supp(O"J c EJ the equilibrium measure for the condenser (E1, E2), and denote by
U:= ua the corresponding potential, we have

,u*(!) = !o- U,.-(1/2) = iu.and(4.1)

Let us now recall some properties of u (see [B2]).
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First, nonnegative constants aI' a2 exist such that

q.e. on E.1, q.e. on £2u(z) -= a1 u(z) = -a2

-a2 .$; u(z) .$; al ZEC,for all

and if both E1, E2 are compact, then u(oo) = O. Furthermore,

1
:= a1 + az > O.

cap(E1, EJ

Note that (4.1)-(4.3) imply that

This strict positivity together with the concavity of the nonnegative function F
imply that F > 0 on its interval of definition except, perhaps, at 1: = 0 or 1: = 1.

We now turn to representation for U"'(~) when 1: It: {!, 0, 1}. Let

Et := supp(/lr), /l* = /l*('t) = /It -/l!

Then, by Theorem 3.1, supp(J.L*) = E1 u E! is compact, and both E1 and E! have
positive capacity (since IIJ.Lt II > 0, i = 1, 2). Thus we may consider the equilibrium
potential u for the condenser (E1, En. Also, since E1 u E! is compact we may
consider its equilibrium potential; this is given by

1
U"(z) = log

cap(E! u E!)

where v (~O) is the equilibrium measure (11vll = 1) on Ei u E~. With the above
notation, we now prove

Theorem 4.1. Let E1, E2 be as in Theorem 3.1 and let 'C It {!, 0, I} belong to the
interval of definition of F. Let ,u* = ,u*(-r) = ,u! -,u! be the equilibrium distribution

for the energy problem (3.1) with supp(,u1) = E1, i = 1, 2. Furthermore, let v, cp
denote, respectively, the equilibrium measure and equilibrium (conductor) potential
for E! u E!, and let (J, u be the equilibrium measure and equilibrium potential for
the condenser (E!, EV. Then

Jl* = (2-r -l)v + yF(-r)o-,

UJl. = (2-r -l)cp + yF(-r)u everywhere in C,

'Y:= cap(Ei, Ei).

We wish to emphasize that all the symbols E!, E!, J1.*, v, 0", U, cp, and}' depend
on T.



Proof. We establish that (4.8) holds q.e., which implies (4.7) and, consequently,
that (4.8) holds everywhere (see Theorem 1.12 of [LJ). Since supp(.u*) is compact,
we have

~

. f 1
UP (z) = log d.u*(t)

Iz -tl

= (2'[ 1) loglzj +

(2-r 1) loglzl + h1(z),

where hl is harmonic outside supp(J1*) and hl(oo) = O.
write

Similarly, we can

cp(z) = U"(z) = loglzl + h,;(z),

where hz is harmonic outside supp(J1*) and hz( 00) = O. Furthermore, we have that
u is harmonic outside supp(J1*) and U( 00) = O. Thus the function

(4.10) H(z) UP*(z) + (2or -l)cp(z) yF{T)U{Z)

is harmonic outside supp(j.t*), including 00, and H( 00) = O.
Next, since U/l* is lower semicontinuous on E1, it follows from (3.2), (3.2') that

U/l*, considered as a function on E1, is continuous at q.e. Z E E1. Since U/l! is
continuous in a neighborhood of E1, we conclude (see Theorem III.2 of [TJ) that
U/l* is continuous (as a function on C) q.e. on E1. Similarly, U/l* is continuous q.e.
on E!. The same argument applies to u (recall (4.2), (4.2')) and to cp (see Theorems
III. 12 and III.13 of [T]). Thus H is continuous q.e. on supp(j.t*).

Now, since y = 1/(al + a2) and F(T) = F l(T) + F 2(T) we observe that

F 1(-r) + (2-r yF(-r)al

F2(-r) + (2-r

Thus (see (4.10)), H(z) = M for q.e. z E supp(,u*). Consequently, the continuity

property of H established above implies that for any component D of the
complement of supp(,u*) we have

lim H(C) M for q.e. zeoD.

Since H is bounded in C we deduce from the generalized maximum principle (see
Theorem III.28 of [TJ) that H is constant q.e. in C. Since H( 00) = 0, it follows
that (4.8) holds q.e. .

Corollary 4.2. With the above notation, let VI' V2 denote the restrictions of V on

,-z
I;ED
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Ei, E!, respectively. Then

1
F(-r) = -[(1

')I
(4.11) -r)IIV11I + -rIlV211],

where y is given by (4.9).

Proof,' Write (4.7) as a pair of equations

(4.12) ,u! = (2t -I)Vl + yF(-r)u l'

(4.13) ,u! = -(2-r -l)v2 + yF(-r)U2

If! ;;::: !, we obtain from (4.12) that

! = IIllt!1 = (2! .1»)lv1ff + yF(1:),

and since IlvIIi + IIv211 = 1, we get (4.11). If T ~ !, we use (4.13) and again obtain(4.11). .
There are many important situations when SUpp(J1*(-r)) can be described expli-

citly. In these cases, the representations (4.8), (4.11) provide an efficient method to
determine F(-r) and U/l*(t) numerically (see Section 8).

5. Two Examples

In this section we present two simple examples in which F(-r) can be explicitly
determined. In the first example F(-r) is linear, while in the second F(-r) is a hat
function.

Example 5.1. Let E1 = {z: Izi = I}, E2 = {z: Izi = R > I}. Since this configura-
tion is invariant under rotations about 0, it follows, by the uniqueness of the
equilibrium measure 11*, that for any 0 ~ 't" ~ 1 we have

dJl! = t ::-:: dO on E1, d.ui = (1 --r) ~ d8 on E2
1 1

1 r21t
2; Jo loglz

rei91 dO = {IOgIZI,

log r,

Izi > r,

Iz I .$: r,
(5.1)

we obtain

~

't" 127( 1

U/l*(z) = -log .d()
2n 0 Iz -el61

{(1 -!) log R,

(1 -2!) log R,

!) log R, F 2(!) =(2!

Iz[ 

= 1,Izi 

= R.

Thus F l(T) (1 1) log R, so that F(-r) ! log R
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Another way to find F is to use formula (4.11). Assume that 0 < 'C < 1. Then
supP(J1*) = E1 U E2' and we have

.lY = cap(E1, E2) = ~

Since v is supported on the outer boundary of EI u E2, we have IIv211 = 1, IlvI11 = o.
Therefore, by (4.11), F(t) = t log R. By the continuity of F this formula is valid
for t = 0, t = 1 as well.

Example 5.2. Let £1 = Cr U CR and £2 = C1 where, generically, Cp:=
{z: Izi = p}, and we assume that r < 1 < R. Again, our configuration is invariant
under rotations. Hence, given 0 .$: "t .$: 1, there is a constant IX with 0 .$: IX .$: 1 such
that

on Izi = r,

dJ.t! =

Izl =R.on

1
dJ.L! = (1 --r) ~

2n
d(} Izi = 1on

Applying (5.1) we obtain that

Izl = T,

1
UIl*(Z) = (2-r -1) log R' Izi =R,

(5.4) Izi = 1

To determine F(-r) we first assume that 0 < -r < 1 and we consider three cases.

Case 1. Assume 0 < (X < 1. Then supp(J1*) = E1 U E2 and UP- = F 1 on E1,
UP- = -F2 on E2. By (5.2), (5.3) we have

( 1 1
or (X log -+ (1 -(X) log -

r R
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Since (X < 1, this is possible only if

Case 2. Assume cx = O. Then .ui is supported on CR, Thus UP*(z) ~ F 1 on Cr,
and UP*(z) = F 1 on CR, From (5.2), (5.3) (with cx = 0) we obtain

which is impossible if 'r < 1

Case 3. Assume IX = 1. Then .u! is supported on Cr. In this case F 2 = 0 (by (5.4)),
and F 1 = T 10g(1jr) by (5.2)) and so F(T) = T log(1jr). Since UP' ~ F Ion CR we get

1 1
(2! -1) log -~ ! log-,

R r

which implies that T ~ To, where To is given in (5.6).
Combining all cases and using the continuity of F we obtain that

rlog(1jr) log R .
--(1 --r) If To < T ~ 1

log(Rfr)

'tIOg(~

F('t") =

if 0 ~ 't ~ 'to

Notice that F is a hat function that attains its maximum on [0, 1] at 't = 'to
Since 'to corresponds to Case 3, J1*('to) has no mass on Izi = R.

6. Asyrnptotics for Zolotarev Numbers

Our goal in this section is to describe the limiting behavior of ray sequences of
the Zolotarev numbers

Zm,n = Zm,n(E1, EJ:= inf I

reRm,.

Theorem 6.1. Let E1, E2 be disjoint compact subsets of C each having positive
logarithmic capacity and let {(mk, nk)}f= 1 be a sequence of ordered pairs ofnonnega-
tive integers that satisfy

mklim =;..,
k-+oo nk

lim(mk + nJ = 00,
k-+oo



where 0 < ). < 00. Then the Zolotarev numbers (6.1) satisfy

lim zl/(mk+Rk) = e-F(T)mk,Rk ,
k- CX)

where

't"
).

-r().):= ~'

and F is defined in (3.6). Furthermore, if E1 (E2) is closed but unbounded and E2
(E1) is compact, then (6.3) holds provided mk :S nk (mk ~ nJ for all k.

Before proceeding with the proof we first observe that if m + n > 0, then

F(~)},
provided m ~ n (m ;?::. n) in case El (E2) is unbounded. Indeed, suppose r E Rm.n has
a numerator degree m and denominator degree n and let J.l = J.ll -J.l2 be the
discrete signed measure that has mass l/(m + n) at each (finite) zero of r and has
mass -l/(m + n) at each (finite) pole of r. Then

m
llJ.tlll 1I.u211 = 1=: Lm,n. 'tm,n'm+n

and hence by inequality (3.4) of Theorem 3. we have

"
inf" UIJ.(z) -"sup" UIJ.(z) ~ F('t"m,n)'
zeE, zeE2

However,

1

log~,
UJJ.(z)

1

m+n

and so (6.6) yields

~ F('t"m,n).

Since (6.7) holds for all r of the described form, it obviously holds for all r E Rm,n,
which yields (6.5).

To prove Theorem 6.1 it is convenient to introduce the class Rt,k' 0 ~ '[ ~ .1,
k = 1, 2, ..., of (multiple-valued) functions of the form



and to define the corresponding Zolotarev number by

Z~ - Z~
(E E ).-. f SUPzeEIIr(Z)! )t.k -t.k l' 2.- m :.

reA-'.k mfzeE2Ir(z)1
~ ~ ~ ~

Observe that if rl E Rt.k and r2 E ~.l' then rlr2 E Rt k+l. Consequently, Zt k+l ~
~ ~ ~ ..

Zt.k. Zt.l and therefore limk-oo(Zt.J1/k exists. Moreover, the same argument used
to prove (6.7) yields

(6.10) (2 ) l!k> e-F(t)
t,k -.

We now show that equality holds in the limit.

Lemma 6.2. Let E1, E2 be as in Theorem 6.1 and assume that 't" ~ {O, i} is in the
domain of F. Then

lim (Z )l/k = e-F(T)T.k .
k-cx:J

Proof. We assume that E1, E2 are compact. (If one of these sets is unbounded
we can apply the reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.) We follow essentially
the same argument used in [MS, p. 117J.

With 0 < -r < 1, let UP;' be the potential for the equilibrium measure ,u* = ,u*(-r)
of Theorem 3.1. Then

(6.12) VII* ~ F 1 q.e. on E1, U/l* :::; -F 2 q.e. on £2

Given £ > 0, we introduce the exceptional sets

E1(£):= {zEE1: UJl.(z) ~ F1 -£},

E2(e):= {z E E2: UJl.(z) ~ -F 2 + £}.

Since UJl. is lower (upper) semicontinuous on E1 (on E2) it follows thatE1(£), E2(e)
are compact. Furthermore, by (6.12), these sets have capacity zero. Thus by Evan's
theorem (see Theorem III.27 of [TJ), positive measures O"le on E1(£) and 0"2e on
E2(£) exist such that for 0" e:= 0" Ie -0" 2e we have

+00,
(6.13) zEEt(e),

ZE E2(e).

! and ilu2elf = 1 't". Then, for any

(6.14) JLa.£: -

belongs to .AT, The corresponding potential UIJ.«,t is finite outside E1(e) u E2(8),
and since this union is compact, the potential is finite q.e. on E1 u E2 (recall that
cap(EJ > 0, i = 1, 2).

Since we have assumed that E1, E2 are bounded, we have for some constants
c1(e) > 0, c2(e) > 0 that

=(.1a)J1* 

+ au £

UU£(z) ~ Cl(e) on E l' Ut1iz) ~ c2(e) on £2



Thus from the definitions of Ej(e) and /1«,£ we obtain (recall (6.13»

U/l... ;?:: (1 -(X)(F 1 -t) -(XC 1 (t)

U/lo.. ~ (1 -(X)( -F 2 + t) + (XC2(t)

on Et,

onE2
(6.15)

Next, it is easy to see that a triangular scheme of points {Zk.l, ..., Zk. mk}k= 1 on
E 1 can be constructed such that the corresponding normalized counting measures
defined by

vL1)(B) := card{i:Zk,iEB}, B c: C,
1

mk

converge weak-star to the measure

1
-[(1 -(X)/l! + (Xu II:J
't"

Similarly, a triangular scheme {Wk, l' ..., Wk,nk}k= 1 on £2 can be constructed such
that the corresponding counting measures V~2) converge weak-star to the measure

[(1 -CX)J1! + CXU 2J.
1

l--r

Thus, on setting

Vk:= !V~l) -(1 -!)V~2)(6.16)
*we have Vk -4 /la, I: as k -400.

Next we observe that the function

(6.17)
1

-loglr(z)1 = -U\lk(Z).
mknk

(6.18)
1 A [lim -: log ZT,j .s: lim sup sup( -U"1 + sup U"k

j-+C() ] k-+C() EI E2

Let ak, bk satisfy

sup U"k = U"ibJ,
£2

sup( -UV1 = -UVk(ak)'
EI

and assume (passing if necessary to a subsequence) that ak -+ a EEl and



bk -+ bE E2- By the principle of descent (note that -UVk and UVk are subharmonic
on E1 and E2, respectively), we get

1im sup( -U"k(ak)) ~ -UP«.a(a) ~ -[(1 -(X)(F 1 -e) -(Xc 1 (e)],
k-CXJ

where the last inequality follows from (6.15). Similarly,

lim sup UVk(bJ ~ U#t«,B(b) ~ (1 -(XX -F 2 + 8) + (xC2(8).
k-~

Using the estimates (6.19) and (6.20) in (6.18) we obtain

1 ~
lim -: log ZT,j ~ -(1 -!X)F(-r) + 2(1 -!X)e + !X(cl(e) + c2(e».
j-+oo ]

Thus, on first letting (X -.0 and then e -.0, we obtain that

1im ~ log ZT,j ~ -F(t),
j-+CX) ]

which together with (6.10) completes the proof.

.

Now we turn to the

Proof of Theorem 6.1. We give the proof for the case when E1 and E2 are compact
and leave the unbounded cases for the reader. Let (mk' nk) be a sequence that
satisfies (6.2) for some}. (0 < ). < CX)). Notice that from (6.5) we have

zl/(mk+nk) ~ exp{-F(-rJ},
mk,nk

mk
'tk:= mk + nk

and, from (6.2), 'tk -+- 't = )./(). + 1) as k -+- 00. Thus, on appealing to the continuity
of F we get that

lim inf Z;!k~':::+"k) ~ e-F(T).
k-+CX)

To obtain the needed upper bound, assume first that). = p/q is rational. Then,
given a sequence (mk' nk) that satisfies (6.2), nonnegative integers (Xk, Pk can be
found such that

mk -CXk

nk -Pk

=A(6.22)

and

(Xk + Pk = O(mk + nJ.(6.23)

Indeed, if mJnk ~ )., set

Pk = nk -q[ ~ ].(Xk = mk -p[ ~ ],



and, if mJnk > A, set

[ nk(Xk = mk -P q [ nk Pk = nk -q q

where [x] denotes the greatest integer not larger than x.
Now let a, b ~ El U E2. Since El u E2 is bounded, we have for some constants

A > 0, B > 0 that

(6.24) A~lz-al and B~lz-bl, zeE1uE2.

On multiplying an arbitrary r e Rmk-~k.nk-Pk by (z -a)~k/(z -b)Pk we obtain from
(6.23) and (6.24) that

Jim sup zl/(mk+nk) < Jim su p(Z ) l/(mk-ak+nk-Pk)
mk,nk -mk -ak,nk- Ilk .

k-+CX) k-+CX)

On setting 't = pj(p + q) in Lemma 6.2 and recalling (6.22) we deduce the desired

upper bound

(6.25) lim sup Z1nfk~,:~+nk) ~ lim(i~.)l/j = e-F(~).
k--oo j--oo

Now let A be irrational. We split the sequence (mk, nk) into one for which
mJnk < A and another for which mk/nk ~ A. We consider only the former sequence
since the latter is similar.

Choose integers p, q such that p/q > A. Then mk/nk < p/q and hence

[mk Ilk;= nk -q -p ~o.

Also we have

[mk (Xk:= mk -P -

P
~o.

With this notation we obtain (as in the first part of the proof) that

(6.26) Zmk,nk ~ C«k+fJkZp[mk{p),p[mk{p)

for some constant C > 1. Note that

=1-
p

p + q)( ). ) F( P )P ~ \p+q
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d:= mill gD..,(Eo(Z; <X) =
zeE2

" inf"

zeE2

gDoo(E.,(Z; CX) = F(!).

7. Numerical Methods

Lemma 7.1. Given J., 0 ~ J. ~ 00, let {mk}, {nk}' {Pk}, {qJ be sequences of positive

integers that satisfy

mkPk

nkqk

andmk + nk -+ (X)
-+A k-+ooas

k -+ CX),as

E RmkPk' n~k.

:$ e~p{(7.4)

-s~; Ufl*)}.
inf U/J*
£,

lim su P
(~£!~ )l/(mkPk + ftkqk)

k-.oo mfE2/rkl

(7.5)
exp( -F(T».



On settingProof.

we have by (7.1) and (7.2) that Vk ~.u* as k -+ 00. Applying the principle of descent,
we obtain (in exactly the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 6.2) that

Jim sup{SUP( -UVk) + SUP(uv1} :S -inf UP- + sup U~-.
k-cx> EI E2 EI E2

Since loglrkl-l = (mkPk + nkqJUYk, we get (7.4).
If E1, E2 are regular, we have by Theorem 3.1 (recall also (2.10), (2.11), (2.5),

(2.7)) that
" VI!* = -F 2sup U/l* = "sup

E2 E2

inf UJl* = "inf' UJl* = FI,
EI EI

Thus the right-hand side of (7.4) becomes exp( -F(T»). Combining this fact with
(6.5) gives (7.5). .

Our goal in this section is to describe three methods that produce triangular
schemes of points that satisfy (7.2). These methods are generalizations of classical
methods due to Fekete, Leja, Fejer, Walsh, and Bagby.

a. Fekete Points

Given 0 ~ ! ~ 1, set

IZi -Zolt21Wo -wo l (1-t)2 }1/k(k-l) J I J

IZj -WjI2t(1-t)

and let {Zi.k}~=l' {Wi.J~=l be points for which the supremum is attained. Let vL1),
vf) denote the corresponding normalized counting measures for these points. A

standard argument shows that

dt,t ~ exp( -~), k = 2, 3, ...,

and consequently the measures vL1), vL2) satisfy (7.2) (see [B2] and [Sl1 for the case
1.)"-2.

Now, choose any sequences {Pk}, {qk} of positive integers such that
Pk/qk -+). and define rk by (7.3) with mk = nk = k. Then (7.1) holds and
Lemma 7.1 yields that these rk satisfy (7.5), provided £1' £2 are regular. Alter-
natively, one can choose sequences {mk}' {nk} such that mJnk -+). and define rk by
(7.3) with Pk = qk = 1. Note that in the latter construction the points Zi,mk' Wi,nk
are derived from the solution to two extremal problems (7.6) (for k = mk and

k = nk).
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Remark.
and that

By a standard argument it can be shown that dk,t decreases as k -00

lim dk.,T
k.-~

= exp( -~).

Since V1/2 = !F(!), we obtain (see [ST) that, for the case T = !, relation (7.5) holds
for arbitrary E1, E2' In general, it is not clear whether the regularity assumption
can be dropped. We also mention that the quantity dk,y was independently
introduced in [LR].

b. Leja-Bagby Points

More convenient (from the numerical point of view) triangular schemes were
introduced by Leja (for or = 1) and by Bagby (for or = !). These can be generalized
as follows. For simplicity, assume that). = p/q is rational. Then

P't"=-
p+q

q
-'t=-

p+q

Pick any Zl EEl' Wl E Ezand successively define z" EEl' W" E Ez to maximize (over
all Z EEl' WE Ez) the expression

Denote this maximum by A: -1. Let V~l), V~2) denote the normalized counting
measures for {Zj}j=l, {Wj}j=l, respectively, and let

q n:= 'tV~l) -(1 -'t)V~2).

If we show that Un -+ j.t*, then we deduce, by Lemma 7.1, that the functions

rn(Z):= ill=l(Z -Wj)qERnp.nq

satisfy

= exp( -F(-r»,lim
(~;~!J:d ) l/n(p + q)

n-oo mmE21rni

provided £1' £2 are regular.
By the definition of An' Un we have (recall also (7.8))

= 't" inf UU"
E.

-(1 --r) sup UU.
E2

Uti. dJl* = VII. dO" n ~ C,~



for some constant C (cf. Theorem 2.1(c». Thus

A~/<:l+qf ~ exp(-kC), k = 1,2, Multiplying these inequalities together for k = .1,2, ..., n -1, we get (recall again

(7.8»

n 1z. - IT2 1I Zj Wj-W. I(1-T)2
)

IZj -w. 12T(1-T) ;?: e-n(n-l)C) ,

which implies that, for some constant C l'

(7.11) II log ~ dO"n(t) dO"n(z) ~ C1.
z*t Iz -tl

Now let 0" be any weak-star limit measure of the O"n's. We shall show that 0"
fulfills the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3. First, inequality (7.11) implies (see, for
example, the reasoning in EST] for the case of Fekete points) that 0" has finite

energy.
Next, write 0"~1):= 't"V~1), 0"~2):= (1 -'t")V~2) so that O"n = 0"~1) -O"~). Then for some

subsequence of integers, which we continue to denote by n, we have

0"~1) ~ 0"(1) 0"~2) ~ 0"(2) 0" = 0"(1) -0"(2).

Thus 0" E .H". By the lower envelope theorem (see [L]), a set K c C, with
cap(K) = 0, exists such that

WE C\K.(7.12)

Pick any IX, p E supp(a(2»)\K. Since IX E supp(a(2»), a subsequence of the points {wn}
that converges to IX (recall that a~2) is supported in the points W l' ..., W fl exists.
For convenience in notation, assume Wn -+ IX. Now by the defining property of Wn

we have

Van(wn) = sup Van ~ Van(p).
E2

(7.13)

This implies

(7.14)

Clearly,

lim Ual,l!(wn) = Uo<lt!X)
n-+ 00

lim Uul,l)(,B) = Uoi.l)(,B),

n-+ 00

and

and so from (7.14) we get

lim inf Ual.2)(Wn) ~ Uu<IJ((X) -Uu<I)(p) + lim inf UaI,2)(.8).
n-+oo n-+oo

Thus, from (7.12) and the generalized principle of descent (see [L]) it follows that

UtP11X) ~ Uail)(1X) -Uail)(!3) + Uai2)(!3),

i*j
l..si,j..sn
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i.e.,

(7.15) UtI(/3) ~ UtI(!X).

Interchanging !X and /3, we see that equality holds in (7.15). Thus Uti = const. q.e.
on sUpp(U(2») and, in a similar manner we deduce that Uti = con st. q.e. on SUpP(U(l»).

Finally, if in the preceding argument we replace /3 by a point WE E2 \sUpp(U(2»),
then we get (cf. (7.15))

ua(w) ~ ua((X), (X E supp(0-(2»)\K.

Since a corresponding inequality holds for Z E E1 \sUpp(0-(1»), we have shown that
the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied and so 0- = ,u*. From the arbitrariness
of 0- we conclude that Un ~ ,u*.

c. Fejer-Walsh Points

In some important situations the potential UIl* can be found either explicitly or
numerically (see Section 8). In such a case the following method, which generalizes
those due to Fejer (for 't = 1) and Walsh (for 't = !), is more efficient than (a) or (b).

Assuming that Et, E! (the supports of Jlt, Jl!) are "nice enough" (say consist
of rectifiable Jordan arcs or curves), we select mk Jlt-equally spaced points
{Zj,mk}j~l on Et, and select nk Jl!-equally spaced points {Wj,nk}j~l on E!. Then
the corresponding counting measures will obviously satisfy (7.2). Thus, on choosing
Pk = qk = 1 and mk/nk -+ ). we obtain that the rational functions of (7.3) will satisfy

(7.5).
The points Zj,m' Wj,1I (we drop the index k in the following) can be found as

follows. Let 011* denote the (multiple-valued) conjugate of UIl* in D oo(Et u E!).
Then the function

, 

= <I>(z):= exp(U"*(z) + iO"*(z))

maps the boundary of D oo(E! v E!) onto the boundary of the annulus

e-F2 < 1(1 < eFI.

Assume, for example, that Ei is a simple Jordan curve, while E! is a simple Jordan
arc. Then, as z moves along Ei, the Jli-measure of the portion of Ei traversed is
given by. the change of the argument of <I> divided by 2nJ't. Similarly, the
Jl!-measure of the portion of E! traversed is given by the change of the argument
of <I> divided by nJ(l -'t). Thus, on setting ./v

j= 0,. ,m-l ,z. := <1>-1( r(1» )},m ,,},m'

j = 0, ,n-lW. := <I> -1 ( Y<.2»)J.n ~J.n ,

we obtain the desired (Fejer-Walsh) points on E!, E!.
To find <1>, we appeal to Theorem 4.1, according to which

UIL. = (2-r -1)U" + yF(-r)ua = -(2-r -1)g + yF(-r)Ua + c.
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where v is the equilibrium measure for E1 u E!, g:= gD,",(E*lu~)' and c is a real

constant. Thus

<l> = ecG2t-ljyF(t),
(7.18)
where G:= exp( -g -ig) is a complex Green function for D (X)(ET u E!) with zero

at 00, while

e-2nF(1/2) ~
(7.19) infE2\rnl

I

"J'
~

suPE,lrmnl < C -(m+n)F('t) --e .
infE21rmnl -.e-(m+n)F(t) ~

~

This is correct, at .least, if £1' £2 are bounded by a finite number of piecewise
analytic Jordan curves. (For polygonal lines, this follows from a recent result due
to Leyin and Lubinsky [LL, Theorem 9.1]. For the more general case, some

straightforward modifications in the proof in [LL] have to be made.)
Finally, we mention that our computed examples show that, for Fejer-Walsh

points, the left-hand side of (7.5) (with Pk=Qk= 1) tends to exp(-F('t)) in a
monotonically increasing fashion. As yet, we have no explanation for this nice

phenomenon.

In this section we examine more closely the case when E1, E2 are intervals on the

real axis. Let

E2 = fa2' bJ, b1 -< a2£1 = [a1' bJ,



We allow that a1 = -00 (if! .'S: !) or b2 = 00 (if ! ~ i). If E1, E2 are of the same

length, then we obviously have

F(l -'C) = F('C), O~'t"~l

and since F is concave, we deduce that

max F(T) = F(!).
t

(It can be shown that in this case F('C) = F(!) for I'C -!I ~ B, for some B > 0).
In the general case Leja-Bagby points (for a given 'C) can be computed to

determine F('C) numerically. Then, by repeating this procedure for various values
of 'C, the maximum of F can be found numerically. In this section we describe a
much simpler procedure, which can also be applied to other important configura-
tions (e.g., two circles).

First we describe the support of the equilibrium distribution.

Theorem 8.1. Let 11* = 11*{!) = 11ft!) -11!{!) be the equilibrium distribution for the
energy problem of Section 3 and let E1 = E1(!):= sUPP(111), i = 1, 2.

(i) If! = t, then E1 = Ej, i = 1, 2.
(ii) 1ft < 't" < 1, then Ei = E1 and E! = [a2, StJ for some St, a2 < St ~ b2- Also,

UJl*(x) < -F 2 for X> ST"

Moreover, St is continuous on G, 1) and limt--l- St = a2'
(iii) If 0 < ! < t, then E! = E2 and E! = [Sf' hi] for some Sf' al ~ St < hi, Also,

UJl;*(x) > F 1 for x < ST.

Moreover, ST is continuous on (0,1] and limT-.o+ ST = bl"

Proof. Case (i) is classical. Also, by symmetry, it suffices to prove (ii). So, let
t < 't" < 1 and let U/l* =: U be the corresponding equilibrium potential. Then
U(oo) = -00 and El is compact. Since E1, E2 are regular, U is continuous in C

and satisfies

U=F1 on ET,

on E!,

U~F1 on E1,

U = -F2 u ~ -F2 on E2

Also (see Section 4), F 1 > -F 2.
Consider the level curve r:= {z: U(z) = -F2}. Since U> -F2 on E1, there is

a bounded component G1 of C\r that contains E1, and there is an unbounded
component, G2. Since U is subharmonic outside El and U =t const., there cannot
be other components. Thus, C\r = G1 U G2, and the maximum principle yields

(8.3) U>-F2 inG1, U<-F2 inG2.

Now U is harmonic in L\:= G 1 \(E! u E!) and is equal either to F 1 or -F 2 on
OL\. Thus U < F 1 in L\ and we get, by (8.1), that E1 = E!.



Next we show that:

(a) If U(xo) < -F 2 for some Xo E £2' then U(x) < -F 2 for x > Xo.
(b) If U == -F2 on an interval].£ E2, then].£ E!.

From (8.2) and the fact that E! has positive capacity, it is easy to see that (a) and
(b) imply that E! is of the form [a2, StJ and that U(x) < -F 2 for x > St.

Proof of (a). Since Xo E Gz, a polygonal line L c Gz joining Xo and 00 can be
found. Since supp(JL*) c R, we have

(8.4) U(z) = U(z), zeC.

Therefore we may assume (using reflection about R, if necessary, and then applying
a continuity argument) that L\{xo} lies in the (open) upper half-plane. Let D be
the domain bounded by L and by its reflection about R, and containing the ray
{x: x> xo}' Then U < -F 2 on aD and U is subharmonic in D u {oo}. Thus
U < -F2 in D.

Proof of (b). Assuming the contrary, an interval II c I can be found such that
U == -F 2 there and U is harmonic at each point in I l' Since U x == 0 in II and U
is not a constant in C, an XI Ell where U y:#:O can be found. However, this
contradicts the symmetry property (8.4).

Finally, let !n -+ ! < 1 and STn -+ s'. Since J1*(!n) ~ J1*(!) (Lemma 3.4), we have
s(!) ~ s'. Next, U/l*(Tn) = -F 2(!n) on [a2, STn]' Thus,

for a2 ~ x ~ s'.UIL*(T)(X) = lim inf UIL*(Tn)(X) = const.
Tn-T

However, U"*(T) = -F 2(-r) on [a2' ST] and U"*(T) < -F 2(-r) if x > ST
s' = ST" For -r = 1, we have similarly (recall (3.9)) that s' = a2o

Therefore.
Next we recall the representation (see (4.11))

where v = VI + V2 is the equilibrium measure on Et u E! and y = cap(Et, E!).

Assuming! < '[ < 1 we can write (by Theorem 8.1(ii))

E1 = [at, hi], E! = [a2, Sf}

and therefore

y = cap([al, b1J, [aZ' SJ).

We now show that if the length orE! is less than that ofE2, then the maximum
of F on [0, 1J is attained only on (!, 1J. Indeed, by (4.4),



On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 8.1 that the function t-+ St maps
(t, 1) onto (a2, b2). Thus if we define

b:= a2 + b1 at,

then a2 < b < b2 and therefore b = Sto for some! < 'to < 1.
intervals E1, E! have the same length (see (8.6), (8.9)), so that IlvI.
we get from (8.5) that

For this to, the
II = IIv211 = t and

1
F(!o)

2 cap([al, hI], [a2, S~)

Since [a2' s~J c: [a2, b2], we obtain (see (8.8)) that F(to) > F(!), Finally, because
F is concave, it must increase on the interval [0, !]. (Curiously, our computed
examples show that the actual maximum of F is very close to the value F(to).)

In what follows we assume (clearly without loss of generality) that the length
ofEI is less than that ofE2, and consider only tE(!, 1]. Let XE(a2, b2). We know
that x = s~ for some! < t < 1. The following theorem enables us to find this t

explicitly. Therefore the corresponding F(t) can be calculated from (8.5).

Theorem 8.2. Let x E (a2, b2] and let v = V1 + V2 and 0" = 0"1 -0"2 be the equilib-
rium measures for the set (a1, b1] u (a2, x] and for the condenser ((a1' b1], (a2, x]),
respectively. Then:

(i) For x E (a2, b2), a unique 1:x > ! exists for which x
of the equation

s~x, and! x is the solution

21: 1
lim

t-x+O(1 --r)llvlll+ -r]v211

(ii) J.t holds that

lim Zx > !
x-hi

i:: if b2 < 00,

so that F(-r) is linear on [1, iJ.

By (4.13), we have the followingProof. (i) Let -r >! be such that x = Sf
representation for the corresponding j.l*{-r):

(8.12) Jl! -(2'[ -1)v2 + yF(,[)u2

Because E1, E! are segments, it is well known that V2 and 0"2 have t~e forms
cx(t)[(x -t)(t -a2)] -1/2 dt and fJ(t)[(x -t)(t -aJ] -1/2 dt, respectively, where cx, fJ

are positive and continuous on [a2' x]. Since: J1.! ~ 0, we have in particular (see

(8.12))

2'[" 1 P(x)

cx(x)

dO' 2(t}
<yF(-r) - = lim

t-x-O dV2(t)



On the other hand, UP*(t) < -Fl for t > x while UP*(x) = -Fl, Applying (4.8) of
Theorem 4.1, we thus obtain, for t > x,

For t outside supp(v) we have

and so we deduce that

2x -1

yF(t)

UU(t),- UU(x)(8.14) >- t> x.
U"(t) -U"(x)'

Now,

log ~
t-y

UO"(t) -UO"(x) = du(y),

and a similar representation holds for UY(t) -UY(x). As t -.x + 0, the integrand
approaches 0 uniformly for a1 :S Y :S x -c.. In view of the special form of 0"2' V2,
we easily deduce that

UC72(t) -UC72(X)

}U"2(t) -U"2(X)
(8.15) lim

t-x+O

utl(t) -Utl(X~ } = lim
U"(t) -U"(x) l-X+O

+

lim ~
t-x-O dV2(t)

The conclusion of Theprem 8.2(i) now follows from (8.13), (8.14), and (8.15).
(ii) We have shown that the correspondence x -+ 7:x is one-to-one on (a2, b2).

Since the inverse function 7: -+ S~ is continuous on G, 1), we deduce that the function
x -+ tx is strictly decreasing. Thus, f:= limx-ob- tx must satisfy Sf = b2.

If we had f = 1, we would obtain (see (8.14» that ut1(t) -Ut1(b2) < 0 for
t > b2. However, this contradicts (4.2'), and so i > 1. Finally, since supp j.L*(i) =
£1 U £2 = sUPP j.L*(t), we obtain (by Theorem 3.2) that F is linear on G, f]. .

Next we show how to find the limit in (8.11). By linear transformation, we
transfer (at, btJ, [a2, xJ into [ -1, IXJ, [8, IJ, IX < p, where

R -'
1p--

<X = -':- -1,2(b1 -aJ 2(a2 -at)

Thus, our task is to find the limit

lim { (a/at) IOgIJ(t)I },
f-+ 1 +

(8.17)
(djdt)g(t)

9 is the Green function for C\([ -1, (X] u [P, 1]), and' = j(z) is a



conformal niapping of this domain onto an annulus, which can be assumed to
have a form

e-l/Y<ICI<l,

where "I = 1 corresponds to [-1, cx] in the z-plane. These functions are well

known, and were described by N. Akhiezer. A convenient reference is a recent
paper by B. Fischer [F].

First we introduce some auxiliary quantities. Define k, 0 < k < 1, by

2(,8 -a)

(1 -a)(! + ,8)'
(8.19) k2:=

and let K, K' denote the complete elliptic integrals (of the first kind) for moduli
k and k':= (1 -k2)1!2, respectively. Next calculate .

K'

Y=;K

.J

...
(this is the same y that appears in (8.18) and (8.5)). Next define 0 < p < K by

sn(p; k) =

that is,

1«1-«)/2)1/2 p=

0

dt
(8.21 ')

(I -t2)1!2(1 -k2t2)1!2.

Now the conformal mapping' = j(z) of C\([ -1, IX] u [P, 1]) onto the annulus
(8.18) is given by the pair of equations

sn2 U cn2 p + cn2 U sn2 pz = cp(u) =
sn2 U -sn2 p

1 2
-(X

.. =cx+
2 sn2 U + cx -l'

K'u = -log'
7t

(log 1 = 0).

It is important to note that cp maps [-1, (lJ and [P,IJ in the z-plane onto the
vertical segments , (k,' ~

-I

t,...

(8.24) [0, iK'] and [-K, -K + iK'],
-~

respectively. Also,

(8.25) z-+1+0 u-+-K+O

, 

-+ e-nK!K' + o.<:> ~



Thus, we obtain

-+ 

0(1) t -+ 1 + O.as
1

cp'(u)

Next, the Green function for C\([ -1, ~] u [P, 1]) is given by

(8.27) z = cp(u),
H(u -p)g(z) = log ~+p> '

where

q:= e-7tK'/K

Now (8.27), (8..28), (8.25) yield

d d
-U"(t) = --g(t) =
dt dt

t -+- 1 + O.as
1

cp'(u)

Combining this with (8.26) we can rewrite (8.11) in the form (see also (8.28))

2-r -1

(1 --r)1!Vl1! +-rllv;11

2n +1

2K

2n + 1

2K
-

np

Finally, we obtain from (8.27) that

p
IIV2f1 =:K"

p

11)/111=1-::1('

Now formula (8.30) enables us to calculate T, and then to find the corresponding

F(T), by (8.5).
Thus, on scanning the values of x in (a2, b2) and determining the corresponding

T, F(T), we can numerically find the maximal value of F. As we mentioned above,
this value is very close to F(!o), where !o corresponds to x = a2 + bl -al (see
(8.9)). Thus we suggest choosing this particular x as a starting point.

Now choose some rational), = pjq, such that the corresponding! = pj(p + q}
is close to the value that maximizes F. Let x denote the corresponding Sf and let
!I, p be defined by (8.16). Since our problem is invariant under linear trans-
formation, it suffices to find the Fejer-Walsh points for [-I,!IJ u[P, IJ. To
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apply the method of Section 7, we need to know the complex Green function for
DIX)([ -1, cxJ u [ft, IJ). This is given by

H(u + p)
,

H(u -p)
G(z) = z = cp(u),

where H, cp, and p were defined above. As z moves along [-1, lX], from -1 to lX,
u moves along the vertical line, from 0 to iK'. Thus, the argument of G(z) (we
choose its branch that takes values in (-n, 0)) is growing from -n to -npjK.
(This explains, by the way, the relation IlvI11 = 1 -pjK.) The argument off (the

conformal mapping given by (8.22), (8.23)) is growing from 0 to n. Thus, define
t};,,> E (0, K'), j = 0, ..., m -1, as the solution of the equation

( 1 H(it + p)) + (2-r -1) 1 + -; arg H(it -p)

= (~ + ~ )-r, j = 0, ...

[(1 -L)( 1 -~) + L ~J ~(8.33)

,m-l ,

and set

and set

Wjn:= cp(-K + it(.2»)In ,(8.36) j = 0, ., n -1

Table 8.1. The results of the computations of Example 8.3.

Fejer-WaIsh Leja-Bagby). = m/n m+n

20
60

120
00

18
60

120
00

20
60

120
00

1.5683
1.6145
1.6260
1.6376
1.8440
1.8967
1.9083
1.9203
1.9411
1.9858
1.9969
2.0090

1.4189
1.5590
1.5910
1.6376
1.6114
1.7668
1.8503
1.9203
1.4774
1.8149
1.9395
2.0090

2

4



Note that arg in (8.33), (8.35) is chosen in (- 7t, 0). As was explained in Section 7,
the points Zjm, Win (with m/n = A) are Fejer-Walsh points for [-1, cx] u [,8, 1].
Using a linear transformation, we find the corresponding points on [at, bJ u

[az, x].

Example 8.3. Let E1 = [ -1, -iJ, E2 = [-i, 1J. Applying our method we first
find the maximum of F. This turns out to be equal to 2.0095 and it corresponds
to ). = 4.28. Next, for). = 4,2, 1, we compute the quantities suPEllrmnl/infE2lrmnl
(for various m, n, m/n = ).) using the Fejer-Walsh method and also, using the
Leja-Bagby method. The results of the computations are given in Table 8.1.

9. Applications

a. Approximation of a Signum- Type Function

Let the closed sets E1, E2 be as in Section 3. Given a function f on El u E2, set

Pm,n(f) = Pm,n(f; E1, E2):= inf III -r11EluE2'
reRm,n

where 11'11 denotes the sup-norm. We consider the characteristic function

{O, ZEE1,
(9.1) X(z):=

1 E, ZE 2'

For m ~ n, the correspondence r ~ r/(1 + r) is a bijection of Rm,n onto itself. With
the help of this observation, it can be easily deduced (see [Go]), that, for
Zm,n = Zm,n(E1, E2),

Z1/2m." Z1/2m,n m~n.\:1..i.} 1 + Z1/2 ~ Pm,n(X) ~ 1 -Z1/2 '
m,n m,n

Thus we obtain from Theorem 6.1 the following.

Theorem 9.1.
that satisfy

Let 0 < ). ~ 1 and {(mk, nk)}f=l be a sequence of nonnegative integers

mk

nk
-.)., mk::;;; nk'mk + nk -+ 00,

Then

(9.4) lim [Pmk,nk(X)] l/(mk + nk) = exp( -!F(-r)),

11-+ 00

whl~re '[ = Aj(A + 1).

If £1 is regular, then (9.3) also holds for}. = 0 (see the Remark at end of Section
6). We further note that from the symmetry property (1.2) it follows that

(9.5) lim [Pmk.nk(1 -X)]1/(mk+nk) = exp(-!F(1 -or))
k-+ (X)

for any ray sequence (mk, nk) satisfying (9.3).



At present, it is not known how (9.4), (9.5) can be generalized to treat
functions of the form X + c(1 -X), where c is a constant different from 0 and
1 and 0 ::; A ::; 1. Moreover, for A > 1, even the cases c = 0, c = 1 are not settled

yet.
We further remark that if E1, E2 are intervals on the real axis and the length

of El is greater than that of E2, then F(T) attains its maximum (over 0::; T ::; 1)
at some 'to < 1. It then follows from (9.4) that the corresponding AO:= To/(1 -TO)
is the optimal one in the sense that the limit in (9.4) is the smallest possible, at
least for all A E [0, 1J.

b. Application to the AD! Method

For a more comprehensive description of the alternating direction iteration
(ADI) method, its applications, and its relation to the Zolotarev problem,
see, for example, [W], [Sl]-[S3], and [LR]. Here we give only a brief
discussion.

Consider Sylvester's equation

AX -X B = C,

where A, B, and C are given real matrices of orders m x m, n x n, and m x n,
respectively, and the matrix X (of order m x n) is to be determined. Assume that
the spectra u(A), u(B) of A, B are disjoint. Then (9.6) has a unique solution for
any C.

Assuming t ~ u(A), we may rewrite (9.6) as

x = (A -t1)-lC + (A -t1)-1 X(B -t1).

Similarly, if s It u(B), we rewrite (9..6) as

x = -C(B -s1)-1 + (A -s1)X(B -S1)-l

These representations for X suggest the following two types of iterations:

tk It u(A),Xk = (A -tkI)-lC + (A -tkI)-l Xk-l(B -tkI),

Xk = -C(B -SkJ)-l + (A -SkJ)-lXk-l(B -SkJ)-l Sk ~ u(B).

In the generalized ADI method, we begin with an initial approximation X 0 to X,
perform j iterations of type (9.7') and then perform I iterations of type (9.8') (with
Xo:= X i)' If X j+l denotes the resulting matrix, then we easily obtain that the error
Xj+l -X is given by

Xj+/- X = r(A)(Xo -X)r(B)-l,

where

I j

r(z):= Il (z -Sk). Il (z -tk)-l
k=l k=l

(9.10)



It then follows (under quite--ger\eral assumptions on A, B) that

< 1 1
-CB max -

%Ea(B) r(Z) ,IIr(B)-lII r(A) II ~ CA max lr(z)l,
zeu(A)

where II'
Thus

now stands for the matrix spectral norm and CA, CB are positive constants.

~ K{~~~
}mIDa(B)lrl

(9.11) IIXj+l- X

for some constant K.
!.n most applications we only know that u(A) c E1, u(B) C E2, for some disjoint

compact sets E1, E2. Then for the upper bound in (9.11) (with u(A), u(B) replaced
by E1, E2) we can use the results of this paper to determine numerically
asymptotically optimal ratios jjl as well as the corresponding parameters tk, Sk in
the generalized AD!. algorithm.
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